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We report the results of test measurements aimed at determining the performances of 6 Li doped glass scintillators for the detection of ultra-cold neutrons. Four types of scintillators, GS1, GS3, GS10 and GS20, which differ by their 6 Li concentrations, have been tested. The signal to background separation is fully acceptable. The relative detection efficiencies have been determined as a function of the neutron velocity. We find that GS10 has a higher efficiency than the others for the detection of neutrons with velocities below 7 m/s. Two pieces of scintillators have been irradiated with a high flux of cold neutrons to test the radiation hardness of the glasses. No reduction in the pulse height has been observed up to an absorbed neutron dose of 1 × 10 13 cm
Context and Specifications

Motivation
The present tests were carried out in order to compare the performances between glass scintillators and other UCN detectors. The most suitable counter will be used for a new neutron EDM measurement at PSI. In this context the UCN counters should fulfill a number of criteria associated with the experimental conditions. The most relevant requirements are: i) the detectors must have a high detection efficiency over the UCN velocity range between 4 m/s to 8 m/s. The comparison of efficiency figures should take into account the losses due to dead layers, like windows or light reflectors, as well as those due to critical velocities of active materials and edge effects. It should also include losses due to electronic conditions and cuts; ii) the time response must be sufficiently fast to cope with neutron counting rates up to 10 5 s -1 cm -2 . This is of importance when running the experiment near the new UCN source, SUNS, at PSI; iii) the gain of the system has to be stable or controlled under varying rates like those associated with the counting of UCN during emptying the chambers used for the EDM measurement; iv) the system must have a low sensitivity to background radiation, most often γ-rays, or be able to discriminate in a simple way between neutrons and gammas; v) the isotopes used for the neutron absorption have to be well packed to avoid diffusions or leaks which could contaminate the neutron guides and other parts of the setup, resulting in neutron losses; vi) when active detection elements are exposed directly to the neutrons, they must be radiation hard to avoid gain losses under moderate neutrons doses of about 10 8 cm -2 year -1
. vii) as a general rule it is suitable that the whole detection system, including the associated electronics, be simple to operate and maintain and that the cost be adapted to the performances.
Properties of Glass Scintillators
Glass scintillators are robust Ce doped glasses which can operate over a very wide range of temperatures, from -200°C to 250°C [3] . Those Li content. The properties of the four types used in these tests are presented in Table 1 .
The first column indicates the scintillator type, the second lists the percentage in weight associated to the fraction of the Li 2 O oxide which contains the 6 Li isotope, the third is the corresponding density, ρ, of 6 Li atoms and the last is the critical velocity, v c . This velocity has been calculated using the chemical composition of the glass scintillators [3] and tabulated data of the neutron scattering lengths [4] .
The neutron detection is performed by the capture reaction
The energy of the triton (2.73 MeV) and that of the α particle (2.05 MeV) are fully deposited in the scintillator except for events where the capture takes place near the edges. Due to "quenching" effects and inhomogeneities in the glass composition and doping, the typical energy resolutions obtained with thermal neutrons on the full energy peak are of the order of 15 % to 20 % (FWHM) [3] .
Test Measurements
The measurements described here have been performed with UCN from the PF2 facility at the Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble.
The Setup
The setup consisted of three main parts: a chopper made of several rotating wheels, a cylindrical UCN guide and a small detector chamber. All the elements of the setup were disposed at the same vertical level than the exit from the UCN turbine. The chopper is used to determine the UCN velocities. The detectors were located inside the small chamber. The distance from the chopper opening to the front of the scintillator was 83 cm. A plastic collimator with Ø18 mm was located at 20 mm from the scintillator front edge.
The Scintillators
Four types of glass scintillators, from Applied Scintillator Technologies 1 have been tested. They were mounted in three pieces: one of GS1 (500 µm thick), another of GS10 (250 µm thick) and the third consisting of two scintillators GS20/GS3 (2 × 250 µm thick) glued together. This last piece was used to better observe possible edge effects due to different . The scintillators were coupled to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) Photonis 1 PM1911 through a Plexiglas light guide. For the GS1 and GS10 pieces, a 200 nm Al reflector layer was evaporated on the opposite face to the Plexiglas. This is the only dead layer traversed by the UCN before entering the scintillators. For the GS20/GS3 piece an Al foil reflector, 13 µm thick, was used in order to be able to remove it. Under typical running conditions the chopper duty cycle was about 6 %.
Signals and Electronics
The signals from the PMT were amplified and integrated in a standard way. Three informations have been recorded for each event: the total charge of the signal from the PMT, Q T , the charge of the slow component of the signal, Q F , and the time-of-flight (TOF) relative to a signal associated with the opening of the chopper. The charge of the slow component was recorded for eventual discrimination of background. The TOF measurement was used to study the detector response as a function of the UCN velocity. It also allowed to estimate the uncorrelated background which is not discriminated by the pulse height.
Raw Data
The on-line data for the GS10 scintillator are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . The main distribution in the center of Fig. 1 is associated to the UCN as can be seen from the correlation with the TOF measurement in Fig. 2 . The events in Fig. 1 having a smaller Q F distribution but similar total charge are attributed to Cerenkov events in the Plexiglas which had a relatively large volume.
Results
For each measurement the events associated with small amplitudes of the slow component have been cut from the amplitude spectra using the two dimensional distributions like the one shown in Fig. 1 . The random events have been subtracted using events with large TOF. Figure 3 shows, for GS10, the spectrum of the total charge after the cuts and the corresponding uncorrelated background.
The TOF distributions after accidental subtraction are shown in Fig. 4 for GS10, GS1 and GS20. The corresponding velocity distribution for GS10 is shown in Fig. 5 . The lower part of the velocity distributions for the same three scintillators is shown in Fig. 6 . It is seen that there are systematic differences on the low velocity edges of the distributions. These differences follow the associated critical velocities of the scintillators indicated by the vertical lines.
The relative efficiency of the scintillators have been compared as a function of the UCN velocity. To this end the number of counts in the charge distribution of the GS1 and GS20/GS3 spectra have been divided by the number of counts of the GS10 spectrum, for several bins of the velocity distribution. These ratios have then been normalized to the upper part of the velocity spectrum, above 16 m/s, where it is assumed that all efficiencies are identical. The results are presented in Fig. 7 and show that GS10 has a higher efficiency than GS1 toward lower velocities. Although the edge effects are expected to be larger for GS10 due to the higher 6 Li density it appears that the efficiency figures are dominated by losses due to the critical velocity. The comparison with GS20/GS3 is less straightforward as the experimental conditions were not identical.
Radiation Hardness Test
A test measurement has been carried at the SINQ source at PSI with the aim to observe eventual modifications of the optical properties of the scintillators under large neutron doses.
Two pieces of GS20 glass scintillator, 1 mm thick, with a surface of 20 mm 2 × 20 mm 2 area. The estimated absorbed neutron doses were respectively 3 × 10 9 cm -3 and 1 × 10 13 cm -3 . The neutron flux has also been monitored by activation of Au foils.
For each piece the amplitudes of the signals have been measured before and after irradiation. No measurable effect has been observed within the level of reproducibility of the detector test bench. This indicates that glass scintillators provide a robust solution with respect to aging effects due to neutron irradiation. 
Improvements
The widths of the charge distributions presented above are larger than expected for these scintillators. This was due to a non optimal light collection during these tests. Measurements with very cold neutrons and tests performed in the laboratory with moderated neutrons from radioactive sources showed that typical energy resolutions in the range 15 % to 20 % FWHM can indeed be achieved.
Conclusions
We have shown in this work that 6 Li doped glass scintillators are adapted to detect UCN. Among the four different tested types, GS10 has a higher efficiency than GS1 and GS20 for UCN velocities smaller than 7 m/s. This follows the comparison of the estimated critical velocities. The highest 6 Li density of the GS10 scintillator allows to use thinner layers while keeping the edge effects at a tolerable level. Two samples of GS20 scintillator have been irradiated with cold neutrons. No measurable effect has been observed up to an absorbed dose of 1 × 10 13 n/cm 3 .
